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START POSITION
BEHIND CACTUS
Sheriff Fudd was determined not to have his spring garden ravaged by pesky
bunny wabbits this year. He installed fencing, barbed wire, electronic surveillance
and just to be sure, ordered a brand new shotgun.
Round Count: 10 – 10 & 6+ shotgun.
Shotgun staged at the table. Begin standing behind cactus, with rifle in relaxed
position.
Line: “Those pesky wabbits aren't getting my cabbages.”
ATB: With the rifle engage the targets in a Cat Herder Sweep (1-1-2-3-4-4-3-2-1-1).
Move to the table and make the rifle safe. With your pistols repeat per rifle
instructions. With the shotgun, knock down the four shotgun targets and two clays
in any order.
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START POSITION
BEHIND CACTUS
Well, it was a good thing Fudd got that shotgun cause he was gonna need it!
Round Count: 10 – 10 & 6+ shotgun.
Shotgun staged at the table. Begin standing behind cactus, with rifle in hand.
Line: “Shhh. Be warry, warry, quiet. I'm hunting wabbits.”
ATB: With the rifle engage the targetsby first doubble tapping the outside targets
then, trippple tapping the inside targets. Move to the table and with the shotgun
knock down the 4 shotgun targets, then break the two clays. With your pistols,
engage the targets per rifle instructions.

Stage 3
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While Sheriff Fudd was out huntin' wabbits, Grey Dog and his gang of malcontents invaded
the town. They've barricaded the streets, stole all the Easter Eggs and are roasting peeps over a
fire. It's an outrage! Save the chicks!!!
Round Count: 10 – 10 & 4+ shotgun.
Shotgun staged at right window. Rifle staged at left table. Start standing in doorway. Hands on
hat.
Line: “Save the chicks!!”
ATB: Move to position of choice. If starting with rifle, engage the targets in a Pendulum Sweep,
single tapping the circle then doubble-tapping a tombstone, then single tapping the circle, then
doubble-tapping a tombstone, single tap circle, doubble-tap tombstone, single tap circle. FED
Move to the bar and with pistols, repeat per rifle instructions. Move to right window and with
your shotgun knock down the targets in any order.
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Now that old Easter Bunny has been raiding your hen house to get eggs to paint and you're not
going to put up with his shenanigans any more. Next time he shows up you're gonna blast 'em.
Round Count: 10 – 10 & 4+ shotgun.
Shotgun staged at right window. Rifle staged at left table. Start standing at position of choice.
Hands table not touching guns.
Line: “You ain't gettng my eggs!”
ATB: If starting with the rifle, sweep the three targets 3 times from the same direction and place
the tenth round on the circle. At the bar, engage the pistol targets per rifle instructions. Move to
right window and with your shotgun knock down the targets in any order.

Stage 5

Cafe Doors

You finally bagged that big ball of fur and you're thinking a nice rabbit stew would go good
this Easter just as you see the Grey Dog Gang ride into your yard. It's time to defend what's
yours.
Round count: 10 pistol, 10 rifle and 4+ shotgun.
Shotgun stages on left window, rifle on right window and pistols holstered. Begin at position
of choice but rifle not last. Hands on guns.
Line: “No stew for you!”
ATB: If starting with rifle engage the three Indian heads outside, outside, inside twice.
(1-3-2-1-3). With pistols, repeat per rifle instructions. With shotgun knock 'em down.

Stage 6

Cafe Doors

You've defended your garden, the town and your dinner and just as you decide to retire for
the evening, a bus load of PETA activists shows up at your doo0r.
Round count: 10 pistol, 10 rifle and 4+ shotgun.
Shotgun stages on left window, rifle on right window and pistols holstered. Begin at position
of choice but rifle not last. Fist raised in air.
Line: “Yer too late. I've already et!”
ATB: If starting with rifle engage the three Indian heads in two five round Nevada sweeps
beginning on the center target. Reload one round to shoot the shaving cream can for a 10 sec.
Bonus. With pistols, repeat per rifle instructions. With shotgun knock 'em down.

